The government forbids companies from telling you about...

IRM (72)
Retirement Plans
They're 100% legal and can generate up to $1 million more cash
than Social Security, IRAs, 401(k)s, and even Obama's new "MyRAs"
They're open to anyone, with no income or age restrictions...
The Secret Investment Plan That's
"None of Your Business"
Abbott Labs, AT&T, Johnson & Johnson, General Electric, Kellogg's, and many
other rich companies' secret "IRM(72)" plans are beating the pants off 401(k)s and
IRAs by almost one million dollars.
But you won't hear about IRM(72) plans because Congress restricts advertising
them to Americans.
No surprise 99% of folks don't know about them. The few who do are retiring as
millionaires.
Most Americans don't know this...
But the U.S. government, through the SEC, has kept the most secure and cash-rich
retirement plan out of the mainstream media.
And it's been doing it for YEARS!
I'm referring to a censored program that allows you to collect anywhere from $500,000 up
to $1 million from a one-time investment through what I call the IRM(72) plan.
And even though IRM(72) retirement plans can generate up to 10 times more cash than
IRAs, your typical 401(k), or even Obama's newly proposed MyRA (a short way of saying
"My IRA")...
Most people haven't heard about IRM(72) plans for one simple reason.
Companies that offer these plans are forbidden to advertise them to the public.
Why?
Put simply, SEC rules won't let them.

Yet despite this censorship, you are legally entitled to open an IRM(72) plan if you wish.

And there are no age or income restrictions whatsoever.
It's something that could forever change the way people in America retire. The problem is,
the average citizen just doesn't know about it.
Keep in mind, this has nothing to do with regular dividends offered by blue chip
companies... bonds... CDs... or anything remotely close to those things.
Instead, it's a way for you to pocket consistent income in a far more profitable way.
According to the Federal Reserve, the value of a typical 401(k) is about $120,000. That's
almost nothing if you're looking at retiring anytime soon.
And it's 10 times less than the $1.1 million you could collect through a basic IRM(72) plan.
If more Americans knew about IRM(72) plans, we wouldn't be looking at a time when
ordinary people are forced to work into their 70s (or even 80s).
The best part is, most plans allow you to start with as little as $10.
And you can access the money you've saved anytime you want without any penalty
whatsoever.
I'd be the first to be sceptical about something as secretive and financially rewarding as
IRM(72) accounts.
After all, there are enough get-rich schemes out there already.
But according to financial guru Peter Schiff, IRM(72) accounts make it so "you don't
have to work anymore. You quit your job and retire."
And you can hold multiple accounts if you're so inclined. Warren Buffett holds several.
Of course, these are influential investors with a lot of capital at their disposal.
So I wanted to see if everyday Americans who don't have billions of dollars were secretly
tapping into these accounts as well.
Turns out they are... and they are making a TON of money.
Above is a copy of part of a transcript revealing the benefits of IRM (72)
Uses the concept of an Individual Retirement Multiplier.
If you wish to see the extended transcript of this click here . Note video is 15 /20 minuets.
Make sure you escape from video and stay on page to get transcript.
Warning a subscription offer is given you are duly warned!
I DO NOT ENDORSE THIS BUT PROVIDE IT AS INFORMATION FOR US RESIDENTS

